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One of the aims of this paper is to generalize a theorem of P. Fletcher and W.F. Lindgren 
characterizing second countable spaces. On behalf of that, we investigate a basis property related 
to the concept of U-Q-bases defined by Fletcher and Lindgren and orthobases studied by P. 
Nyikos and W.F. Lindgren. In tihis new setting we state a necessary and sufficient condition for 
o,-quasimetrizability of topological spaces and we discuss a problem of P. Fletcher and W.F. 
Lindgren and a related theorem of S. Nedev concerning quasimetrizability of T,-spaces. As a 
corollary we give a characterization of Us -additive spaces having a base of cardinality o,,. - In 
the second part of the paper, we study (not necessarily symmetric) distance-functions on a space 
X taking their values in a partially ordered group H. We show that every T,-space X is 
quasimetr izable in this genetahzed sense. 
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1. 
In [4] and [S] I? Fletcher and W.F. Lindgren defined the concept of a-Q-bases 
for topological spaces (X, Q) and showed severai applications. A collection G of 
open sets in (X, T) is called a Q-collection if 17 (C E B/x E c) is open for each 
K E X. A base for r which is thzf union of a countable family of Q-collections is 
called a cr-Q-base for r. In this paper, we study a generalization of this useful 
concept and show how the theor!’ of general quasimetrics fits into this new concept 
Fletcher and Lindgren used quasi-uniform arguments to obtain the following 
theorem which, in a certain sense, could be thought as an analogue of the 
Nagata-Smirnov theorem: 
A Tt-space (X, T) has ce a-Q-base if and only if (X, 1~) is non-archimedeanly 
quasimetrizable, i.e.: there is LS quasimetric d : X2+ (d(q y)aO; d(x, y) = 0 He 
x = y ) which, moreover, satisfies the strong trianguldxr inequality : d lx, y ) =S 
max(d(x, z), d(z, y)}, and such that the system sf ~11 balls B(.x ; e) = 
, {j &Y/d&, y)‘E), x E 
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Spaces having S-Q-bases had also been studied by J. Ceder in [l]. In [m4], S. 
Nedev independently discovered Icr-Q-bases and found that their existence implies 
quasimctrizability of the T1-space in question. Fletcher and Lindgren (as well1 as 
Net&v) then posed the question whether every quasimetrizable space admits a o- 
Q-base. Howl=ver, in 1973, J.A. Kofner, [lo], constructed a quasimetric space 2 
which does nut admit a a-Q-base for its topology and, therefore, cannot be 
quasimetrizable in a non-archimedean way. Earlier, IL. Reilly had shown that 
every n.a.-quasimetrizablc space (X, d) is pairwise zerodimensional if X is consid- 
ered as a bitopological space (X, 7, a). Here, 7 and Q are the topologies induced 
by the quasimetrics d and d -’ w3th K’(x,$) = d(y, x) for all x, y E X9 respectivr:ly; 
([Zerodimensional bitopological spaces; Indag. Math. 35 (1973), 127-131]). 
EJevertheless we will show that Fletcher and Lindgren’s question must be 
answered positively when the concepts are generalized in a natural way to higher 
cardinalities. 
,Let (G, < ) be a totally ordered abehan group which is not discrete in its order 
topology. G ha s character uP iff there exists a decreasing tip-sequence %[;;,/r < (0% ) 
converging to 0 in the order topology on G. (Here o, denotes the p-th infinite 
cardinal number. Cardinal numbers are con4dered as initial ordinals and each 
ordinal coincides with the set of all smaller Iordinals). It is easily shown that w,, 
representing the least character of C must be a regulai cardinal, it is called the 
cofinality of G : “cot’ G”. 
A function d : X2* G satisfying the axioms of a quasimetric d(x, y ) 2 0 E G ; 
d(~,y)=Oca x =y;d(x,y)<d(x,z)+d(z,i)forx,y,zEX; willbecalledan 
oP -quasimetric. For p = 0, we essentially albtain the “classical” concept of 
quasimetrics tudied by many authors (see e.g. 1121, [26]). 
(Every o,-quasimetric d on X induces a topology in the obvious way. Symmetric 
. 
a&-qluasimetncs, well known under the name ‘%+-metrics”, have been studied to 
some extent, for example by F. Hausdorff, R. Sikorski 233, I. Juhasz [8], Stevenson 
and Thron [25], P. Nyikos [16]; H.C. Reichel [20], Nyikos-Reichel [l’r], Wang 
Shu-‘Tang f27] and others. Compare also an extensive study of distance-functions 
takin,g their values in totally ordered semi-groups by Reichel and Ruppert [19].) 
Now we generalize the concept of cr-Q-bases in an obvious way: for W, 3 oo, a 
system (s of sets C C X is an o,-Q-collection if G$ is the union of ujL many 
Q-collections &i : E = U GCi ( < top). An open base @ of a space (X, r) is an 
mP -Q-base iff 8 is an cr), -Q-collection and the intersection of fewer than l;tiP many 
sets 8’ E @ is open again. Obviously, o&&bases coincide with a-Q-bases, and we 
can prove the following supplement to the theorem of Fletcher and Lindgren cited 
above, and Nedev’s theorem, 0 pectively: 
be an 6~~ -quasi etric inducing t e topology r of ; for 
id@, y ) == g}.. y transfinite induction, construct a 
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decreasing o,-sequence (gi E C/i < We} c,tinverging to 0 in the order topolctgy on 
G such that gj c gj < gi for all j > i. Then for every i < wp and x E X, C (x) = 
nz=, B(x; gi+n) is an open neighbourhood of x, because we assumetd O, > oo. 
& = (Ci (x)/x E X, i < a&} is a base for r, and every family Csi = { Ci (x )/J: E X} is a 
G-collection. 
This follows by the following argument: let y & Ci (x) and t E Ci (y ), then for 
every n = 2,3,. . ., d(x, Z) s d(~, y ) + d(y, Z) < gi+n + gi+n < gi-t_(n-1); therefore 
z E Ci (x) and SO C’i (y ) C Ci (x). AS an obvious consequence, the intersection of all 
Ci E Bi containing a fixed pioint y E X is an open set. Moreover, in any ati - 
quasimetric space X, the intersection a, ,t f E*-wer than W, many op’,:n sets Oi C X is 
open: clearly, if x E’ n Oi, then for every i, there is au ei E G such that 
B(x ; Ei) C Oi, and we ‘only have to choose an E E G, E < gi for all! i, to find an open 
ball B (x ; h) C fl Oi. (Note that G was‘assumzd to be non-discrete in it:! order 
topology, and cof G = 0, ). Conversely, let & = cb& (i < up) be an ~&-base for 
the T1-space (X, 7). For j < o,, let ‘Bi F A iej {&i U {X}). Then for: k c j, :Dj is a 
refinement of Bk, and every system Bj is a Q-collection again. For x: E X, i < wp, 
let J$ (x) be the intersection of all D(,?E %+ containing the point x E X. Then 
ti =- {Bi (x)/x E X, i < mp} is an open base for r. 
NCW let y E B, (x) and z E Bi (y), then every Dci) EZ Bi containing x 
0 * contains the points y and z, too. Therefore z E Bi (.x) and conse- 
quently, Bi (y ) c B, (X). 
MOW we construct he o,-quasimetric d which will induce ,Fhe given topology T: 
let G be the direct product rIi<w, Zi, where every Zi denotes the group of the 
integers, ordered lexicographically. For x, y E X, x # y, consider all indices i such 
that y e Bi (x), and denote the least one by k. Then let d (x, y ) = (ai)i<“,, E G, 
whe:re & = Q and ai - 0 for all other indkes. Defining moreover d (x, X]I = 0 E G 
for all x E X, yields an o,-quasimetric d on X; we only have to show that d 
satisfies the triangular inequality: let x, y,, z E X, then either d (x, z) s d(x, y) s 
max(d(x, y ), d(y, z)), or d (x, a) > d (x, y). In the latter case, either d (x, a) s 
d (y, L”) s nnax{d (x, y ), h(y, z)}, or d (x, z) B d (y, r ). Then, by the alternative above, 
y E B (x ; d (x, z)), the d-ball with centre x and radius d (x, z) E G. Nsw note that 
the system of all d-balls with center x E X and radius (ai)i<@* E G as constructed 
above, exactly coincides with the system of all se:s Bi (x), x E X, A’ < ccs,. Applying 
property (*) to these sets yields d(x, z) s d(y. z) s max{d(x, y), d(y, z)},, since 
otherwise z E B (y ; d (x, z )) C B(x ; d (x, 2:)) a contradiction to the definition of lthe 
d-ball B (x, d (x, z )). - At the same time, we saw that the o,-quasimetric d induces 
the given topologv T, since thle system of all Bi (x jz x E X, i <= ‘w, -- i.e.: the system 
of all d-balls with radius (ai)i,,, as constructed above - is a . se for 7. 
Moreover, by the last part of the proof we learn that Fletcher and Lindgren”s 
uasimetric spaze wok?1 
cardinals 01, : 
J 
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-2 oO, every wP -quasimetrizable space A’ (i.e. a space having 
an a&-Q-base) is non-archimedednly o,-jquasimetrizable. 
1.3. The analogous tatement for o,-metrics had been proved earlier (see 
e.g. Nyikos-R.eichel [l’i]). - If wc replace the valuegroup 6: of a o,-quasimetric 
d : X2+ G by a totally ordered abelian semigroup S which has cofinality W* at 
0 E S, 0 = m~n{s/s E Sj, we obtain a completely different theory. For example, 
spaces quaalmetrizable: over S need no&. + longer be pairwise zerodimensional if 
W, > W. Neither can d be replaced by a topologically equivalent non-archimedean 
distance-function i  general. (See e.g. Reichel-Ruppert [19], or (211). 
2. 
In [5] F?stcher and Lindgren presented an interesting characterization tlf second 
countable spaces: a &-space (X, r) is second countable if and only if (X, T) admits a 
‘compatible non-archimedean quasimetric d which is totally bounded. Thz follow- 
ing Theorem 2.1 puts this theorem into a more general frame. 
Following R. Sikorski [23], a space where the intersection of fewer than o, many 
open sets is open will be called o,-additive. (Obviously, every space is oO-additive). 
Moreover, a o, -quasirnetric d will be called &,-bounded iif for every E E G,, c ::p 0, 
there are points pi, i E IE with card IE *: w, such that u B QJ ; E) covers the whole 
space. (Obviously, ‘L~o-bounded” is the same as “totally bounded”). By the 
metrization theorem of Urysohn, and R. Sikorski’s generalization for o, -metrics, a 
regular W, -additive space X with a base of cardinality o, is uP -metrizable and has a 
dense subset of cardinality 0,. Now, for general w;-additive Tr-spaces we obtain 
the followi.ng generalization of the theorem of Fletcher and Lindgren: 
For any o, -additive ‘7;~space (x, I), ti,& > a&J, are equivalent : 
(i) (X, 7) has a base 23 of cardinality o,, 
(ii) (X? 7) is o, -quasimetrizabk by an o, -bounded distance-function d, 
(iii) (X, r) admits a compatible “tip -bounded transitive quasiuniformity ([4]) with a 
well-ordered base ‘23 of minimal cardinality aP. 
ff w, = wo, the theorem is akscj true, but (ii) has to be sharpened r5y using on.ly 
non -archimedecrn (real valued) quasimetrics. 
. (i) + (ii). If B .!rj a ‘base for r, !?3 = (.& ,li < N,,}, let C!$i = *(X, & B)} and 
=: Aj<i Qj for each i < (tip Obviously, B = U Si is an c+-Q-base for r with the 
same csrdinality as ‘% Thus (X, T) is o,-quasilmetriza~J~e by our Theorem 1.1. 
Moreover, the proof of T&eor shows that the system of a?1 ( d-balls 
constructed t4ese is a bask for the same cardinality as the w& - s 55 we 
started with, miimely use if there were E E di 
SLIC~I that the cc:ver vlver consisting of fewer 
Plan ‘w, or tall covers B,, 7j < 8, a:1 
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thus the cardinalify of any base consisting of d-balls would have to be greater 
than o,~. 
y Corollary 1.2 we can assume that d is a non-archimedean 
o,-quasimetric. But in this case, the family of ail Be, E E G, e # 0, is base for a 
transitive quasiuniformity 8 on X compatible with the given topology ‘7. Obviously, 
8 has a well-ordered base of minimal carcz’inality CL),, =cof G. ‘?I is U& -bounded since 
d is an o,-bounded distance-function. 
(iii) +S (i). Here, with the obvious cardinality modifications, we c;m imitate the 
the proof of Fletcher and Lindgren’s theorem cited above ([S], theorem 3.3). (A 
direct proof could be obtained by following the: pattern of th-: proof of Theorem 
1.1. It is easy to show that r has an u&-Q-base as follows from tPnsitivity of al). 
Example 2.2. (An o,-quasimetrizable space which is not SF-metrizable): Let 
X = {Xi/i c up} be an inversely well-ordered set, xi > Xi e i C j, and for every 
Xi E X and j c o,, define Bj (Xi) = {y E X/y C Xi+j} U {xi}. Then the family m 
consisting of all Bj (Xi). i <: to,, Xi E X, is a base for a Tl-topology 7 on X which is 
o, -quasimetrizable by Theorem 2.1 but not o, -metrizable since T is not regular. -- 
other examples can be constructed by methods of [19] and [24]. 
Remark 23. P. Nyikos and W.F. Lindgren [16, al], studied basis properties of 
topological spaces closely related to U-Q-bases. Among others, they investigated 
socalled “orthobases” which are of great use and have wide applications in 
dimension-theory and in the theory of fproto-)metric spaces ([6, 161). Another 
related field is the study ,of quasimetrics and ‘-uniformities in the realm of 
bitopological spaces (171). 
3. 
In the preceeding sections we consid.ered istance-functions d taking their values 
in totally ordered abelian groups G. Now, this concept will be justified by a rather 
general theorem on quasimetrizability over partially ordered groups. This theorem 
was motivated by a paper of G. Kalisch ([9]); its proof is based on a theorem of A. 
C&z&r ([ 21) and W. Pervin ([18]) and uses some other known facts about 
quasimetric and quasiuniform spaces. 
If G is a totahy ordered abelian group (in fact we only need the case that G = 
the additive group of the real numbers) and d : X2-* G is a quasimetric on X, then 
d induces a quasiuniformity ti on X by considering the order topology on G and 
letting -9 = {d-‘(N)/Pi is an open neighbourhood of 0 E G} be a base for %. Now 
let I be an arbitrary index set directed by a (partial) order s on I, and for every 
i E I, let Gi == G. 
Moreover, let ?I denote the direct product n Gi (i E I). Then 
ich can be (partially) ordered as follows: 
some j E P, there is so 
all m ‘: k. Now consider a ‘(quasimetric” d : X2-+ 
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d(x,y)-“O and d$i))=O e%% x = y, for all x, y E X, as ys,rell as the triangugar 
inequalilty, Then ti induces i; quasiuniformity )21: on X (and hence a topology TV) by 
the following argument: if we eqleip every 6?. = G with the orrder topology and the 
direct prrldlrlct H with the product topology If becomes a topological group and it 
is easily seen that the systerm 9 = {(i” ‘(x)/N is an open neighbourhood of 0 E H} 
defines a base for %. 
The f apology r, is characterized by noting that a net {xj 1: E I} in X converges to 
x E X ii vd 3n’ly if for every neighbourhood N of 0 E H there exists j E I such 
p-j. 
isI linearbr ordered we obtain the usual characterization of 
convergent nets with respect o the (quasi-)metric d : X2-+ H. ConverseIy, by using 
several known facts, we shall learn that every &space (X, r) is quasimetrizable 
over such ‘a partiAy ordered abelian group H in the sense described above. 
Moreover, )ai‘r easy application ;. f a theorem of G. Kalisch (171) will show the r&e 
played by symmetric distance-f i;net ions, 
ThecorePn 3.1, For an arbitrary i;~pological space (X, T) are equivalent: 
(i) (X, V-) is a T,-space, 
(ii) (X, r) is qunrsimetrizable o ‘ler a partialty ordered abelian group H isomorphic 
with thle direct product of some copies of the adAtive gr*oup of the reals : H s n Ri 
(i E I). 
Moreovu, (X, 1’) is completely regular if and only if there is a symmetric 
distlxnce+nction d : X2-+ H generating T, 
roof. By the pret:eeding comments we only have to prove (i) ~$3 (ii): as it is weli 
nown, ci ery separated uniform space (X, 8) c an be imbedded into a product OS 
metric spItces (Xi, Idi). The proof of this fact 5 essentially a consequence of the 
theorem asserting that ?I is metrizable iff % has a countable base. Since this 
theorem has an analogue for quasiuniform structures (W.J. Pervin [NJ, Th. ll.l.l), 
we can cirnclude analogously that every quasiuniform space (X, ‘8) can be gener- 
qted by a family of quasi-pseudometrics di on X, i E I, ([22]). Now we can modify 
an arguimk:nt of GL Malisch who showed that every symmetric uniformity ‘8 on X 
can be induced 0.9’ a symmetric distance-function over a partially ordered abelian 
vector grvup. Let m be the set of all finite s&sets M C I partially ordered by 
inclusion. For every M E Y.iN let and let H = n M (M E m). Moreover, for 
every M E m an& x = (xi), y = (yi P E X, let dM (x, y ) = max{di (xi, yr )/i E M}. “Then 
d E;x, y ) = (did (x, y )) MEgt E H defines a quasimetric d : X2 -+ H generating the 
quasi-uniformity % The proof i s corncludled now by taking into account that the 
topology T of an arbitrary spat ; X can b’e generated by a quasiuniformitv % on X 
(see A. Cs&p~r [Zj edtnd W.J. Mervin [18], Th. 11.1.2); and it is easily seen that Y is a 
‘rAopolog,y id f? U(U E %) coincides wi#h the diagonal of X x X. 
Note th.lt the situation is completely di erent if, instead of t 
in the first paI- of the proof, we would use totally ordered semigroups SI: 
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quasimetrics tak!ng their values in Si need not in ..Auce topologies 7 on X (in this 
respect, see a forthcoming papw of the author and h paper of Reichel and :Ruppert 
[19]. Compare also a papr ci I?.. de Mm and I. Fleischer [3] Ixt note that these 
authors use different topological structures iradrxcd by d on .JQ. 
emark. The significance of The!orem 3.1 is that it enables us to introduce 
(quasi-)metrical (and originally non-topological) concepts to general topqlogical 
T,-spaces. * 
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